Moyeha River Benefits
from Sentinel Stocks
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Beach believes it will grow big legs in 2010.
The Moyeha River project has seen a five-person tagging
Similar to the Burman and Kaouk pro- crew and two carcass surveyors work three days per week in
jects, the Moyeha project is trying to im- the river since the start of September. Those employed on the
prove escapement estimates for chinook, project are from Ahousaht, Tla-o-qui-aht, and Hesquiaht First
along with collecting information on the Nations and the town of Tofino. Overall, the crew expects to
fish’s sex, age, and origin. Says Beach, be working until mid-November.
“This includes tagging and recapturing
Originally intended for the west coast of Vancouver Island
live fish, as well as checking carcasses for alone, Canada broadened the Sentinel Stocks Program during
tags. If we are successful, we look for- Pacific Salmon Treaty negotiations to include stocks harvested
ward to further funding until 2014.”
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Concern about the Moyeha River’s the international and domestic management of chinook fishremoteness, along with its very low eries and stocks in the southern U.S. and Canada.
The SSP is supported with $2 million per year and is adnumbers of returning chinook, had
some worried the third project would ministered by the Pacific Salmon Commission’s Northern and
be too difficult to conduct. The main Southern Endowment Fund.
goal for this year was to see if the pro-

“The project is good for Ahousaht. I want to see it
go on for our future generations.”
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Crew members haul in a seine net as
part of the Moyeha River survey.

Crew member Jeff Ignace pauses to enjoy the
view in Ahousaht’s majestic ha-houlthee.

